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305 A Obstructions



305 (IX.1 1) Obstructions A. History The theory of obstructions aims at measuring the extensibility of mappings by means of algebraic tools. Such classical results as the +Brouwer mapping theorem and Hopf’s extension and tclassification theorems in homotopy theory might be regarded as the origins of this theory. A systematic study of the theory was initiated by S. Eilenberg [l] in connection with the notions of thomotopy and tcohomology groups, which were introduced at the same time. A. Komatu and P. Olum [L] extended the theory to mappings into spaces not necessarily +n-simple. For mappings of polyhedra into certain special spaces, the +homotopy classification problem, closely related to the theory of obstructions, was solved in the following cases (K” denotes an m-dimensional polyhedron): K”+‘+S” (N. Steenrod [SI), Knt2 4s” (J. Adem), Kntk*Y, where ni( Y)=0 for i “( f’), any n-cochain dn
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305 c Obstructions



of the pair (K, L) with coefficients in n,(Y) is expressible as a separation cochain d”= d”(fl,f;) wheref/EQ”(f’) is a suitable mapping such that fil R”-’ =fr” 1R”-’ (existence theorem). Therefore if we take an element f”-’ of @-I(f’) whose obstruction cocycle c”(f”-‘) is zero, the set of a11 obstruction cocycles c”“(J”) of a11 such ~“E@“(S’) that are extensions off”-’ forms a subset of O”“(f’) and coincides with a coset of Z”+‘(K, L; n,(Y)) factored by B”+‘(K, L; rcL,(Y)). Thus a cohomology class ?+r(f”-~)EH”+~(K, L; rrn( Y)) corresponds to an f”-’ E Qn-l (f’) such that c”(f”-‘) = 0, and ?“+i(f”-‘) = 0 is a necessary and sufftcient condition for f”-’ to be extensible to I?“” (first extension theorem). For the separation cocycle, d”(f,, h”-‘,fJ~ H”(K, L;a,(Y)) corresponds to each homotopy h”-’ on I?n-Z such that d”-‘(f,, h”-‘,f,)=O, and 6”( f& h”-‘, fi) = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for h”-’ to be extensible to a homotopy on R” (tirst homotopy theorem). The subset of H”+‘(K, L, K,( Y)) corresponding to on+’ (f ‘) is denoted by On+’ (f ‘) and is called the obstruction to an (n + 1)dimensional extension off ‘. Similarly, the subset On( fo, fi) of H”(K, L, n,( Y)) corresponding to o”( fo, fi) is called the obstruction to an ndimensional homotopy connecting f. with fi. Clearly, a condition for f' to be extensible to Rn+’ is given by 0 E O”+l (f ‘), and a necessary and sufftcient condition for f. 1K” = fi 1K” (rel L) is given by OeO”(fo, fi). A continuous mapping 
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